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CELLARS AND STEEL STORM SHELTERS 
ARE NOT TORNADO SHELTERS, AND FAIL!

SUCTION - There have been occasions where 
 

out of the ground with their occupants inside. When 
the underground shelter is installed, the earth around 
the unit is disturbed and takes years for it to compact 
to its original state.

ENTRAPMENT - As we all know, tornadoes 
leave unbearable amounts of debris. Being in an 
underground shelter puts you at grave risl  of being 
trapped for long oeriods of time. The consequence 
of this is suffering time deprivation, not to mention 

SUFFOCATION - Along with the large amounts of 
debris, the danger of and underground shelter being 
sealed air-tight becomes severe.

DROWNING - Tornadoes hsppen when there is 
large “super cell thunderstorms” containing severe 
downpours of rain.  Other cases of water being an 
issue are broken water mains and broken or severed 

 
air-tight. In this case there is no where for the water to 
drain, thus occupants have been known to drown.

GAS ASPHYXIATION - Watching thousands of 
hours of tornado damage footage, the most frequent 
sight is natural gas spewing into the air from broken 
pipes where the gas meters used to stand.  As we all 

 
(similar to water).  Spinning vents installed on top of 
underground shelters actually can pull the natural gas   
down to where you and your family are. If there are no  

 
these types of shelters causing gas asphyxiation and 
EXPLOSIONS 

SNAKES & SPIDERS - The Oklahoma Poison Control 
Center warns Oklahomans that underground shelters 
are a frequent spot for poisonous spiders and snakes 
to be found. These creatures also seek shelter from 
the storm when dangerous weather is coming

CHEMICAL SEEPAGE  
their consumers that the vehicle can be parked over 
the door of the shelter. The only problem with this is 
that there is now a gas tank above you and your family. 

 
problems with everyday chemicals and their harmful 
vapors being trapped along with their occupants.

LIGHTNING - During super cell thunderstorms 
thousands of lightning strikes are reported and 
recorded by various weather centers. If a metal 
structure suffers a direct hit, its occupants could 
suffer severe electrical trauma.

ELECTRIC - Exposed, live transformers are pushed 
through homes during the smallest of tornados. Most 
builders hide electrical wires inside walls thus making 
a metal structure a dangerous place to be.

ANCHORING - All metal structures are secured to 
the site of location by using lags of some sort. Viewing 
tornado damage regularly lags of all shapes, sizes 
and applications have failed.  The weight of the metal 
structure is not enough to keep it in place.



THE HISTORY OF OZ
 

 
method of producing monolithic (no joints) structures that are high strength steel reinforced concrete. For decades 
Andrew built underground monolithic structures for the government and municipalities including nuclear containment 
facilities and waterways. The requirement was to take his technology above ground, and it had to withstand the 
devastation of a tornado.

 
The saferoom was impact tested, under the direction of FEMA passing with ease. Andrew also put the structure 
through extreme impact testing, by dropping a cor on it multiple times (while Andrew stood inside) the structure 

 
the structure can hold up to extreme impacts with no damage.

• Andrew was asked by FEMA in 1999 to bring his life saving Tornado Shelter to families in “tornado alley”. Once  
underway, FEMA provided grants and unsecured government loans for his shelters including families that where hit 
by the May 3rd 1999 tornado in Moore, Oklahoma.

• Immediately after the May 3rd devastation, Engineers from Texas Tech and Clemson Universities serveyed the  
 

Oklahoma stated Engineering a structure that will survive winds in excess of 260 m.p.h. is still not possible! 
The OZ™Saferoom had already been engineered, tested and built in the Oklahoma Area.

• On May 8th 2003, Moore, Oklahoma suffered another supertwister, wind speeds recorded in excess of 250 mph  
(An F5 tornado is anything over 200 mph). In the vicinity of the F5, many OZ™ Saferooms stood, but two stood in 
the direct oath, freestanding in the backyards of two homes. These two OZ™ Saferooms took a direct hit with this F5 
tornado, the structures survived with no damage, and most importantly, saved lives! The OZ™ Saferoom became a 
FEMA mitigation success! Proving that all the engineering and testing that went into the tornado shelter was accurate.

• The OZ™ Saferoom is the only tornado protection to meet the strict guidelines in the Natonal Performance Criteria,  
it also exceeds the standards in the FEMA 320, 361 and the ICC 500.

• The OZ™ Saferoom is the only above ground solution to protect your family from the direct hit of a supertwister.  
If storm shelters where capable of doing this, FEMA would have never searched for better protection!


